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Abstract 
The impact of using artificial intelligence (AI) to guide patient care or operational processes is an 
interplay of the AI model’s output, the decision-making protocol based on that output, and the 
capacity of the stakeholders involved to take the necessary subsequent action. Estimating the 
effects of this interplay before deployment, and studying it in real time afterwards, are essential 
to bridge the chasm between AI model development and achievable benefit. To accomplish this, 
the Data Science team at Stanford Health Care has developed a mechanism to identify fair, 
useful and reliable AI models (FURM) by conducting an ethical review to identify potential value 
mismatches, simulations to estimate usefulness, financial projections to assess sustainability, 
as well as analyses to determine IT feasibility, design a deployment strategy, and recommend a 
prospective monitoring and evaluation plan. We report on FURM assessments done to evaluate 
six AI guided solutions for potential adoption, spanning clinical and operational settings, each 
with the potential to impact from several dozen to tens of thousands of patients each year. We 
describe the assessment process, summarize the six assessments, and share our framework to 
enable others to conduct similar assessments. Of the six solutions we assessed, two have 
moved into a planning and implementation phase. Our novel contributions – usefulness 
estimates by simulation, financial projections to quantify sustainability, and a process to do 



 

ethical assessments – as well as their underlying methods and open source tools, are available 
for other healthcare systems to conduct actionable evaluations of candidate AI solutions. 

Introduction 
The impact of using artificial intelligence (AI) to guide clinical and operational workflows in 
healthcare systems is an interplay of an AI model’s output, the decision-making protocol based 
on that output (e.g. intervene on a patient if their predicted risk of an outcome is > X%), the 
capacity of workflow participants to take action, and the benefits and harms of the action taken. 
The volume and mix of services provided, patient outcomes, and clinicians’ work lives all may 
be affected by AI model deployment, with the potential for substantial ethical, financial, and 
workforce implications. Studying this interplay and its potential effects, both before and after 
implementation of a model-guided workflow, is essential for avoiding “pilotitis”1. 
 
Executive Order 14110 on AI2,3, released by the Biden administration in October 2023, further 
motivates the need for tested, reproducible and rapid processes to assess the value, safety, and 
fairness of AI systems deployed in healthcare settings4. The executive order calls for standards 
to determine whether AI solutions and systems maximize benefit and minimize risk, and for 
policies on responsible use of AI in healthcare delivery4. This call has spurred researchers at 
academic medical centers, including Stanford, to propose a nationwide network of health AI 
assurance laboratories to develop a testing and evaluation (T&E) framework as well as 
corresponding processes and policies5. 
 
Existing strategies for testing and evaluating AI models in the context of the workflows they are 
part of consist primarily of reporting guidelines and checklists that focus on the properties of the 
model, including performance metrics, how it will be deployed, and potential outcomes6,7. There 
are limited T&E frameworks for assessing entire AI systems, beyond model performance, and 
minimal guidance on how to select the guidelines and checklists appropriate for a given 
situation. This requires the user to figure out how to combine the results of individual 
evaluations for decision-making—an unfilled gap commonly described as the “AI Chasm”8. Prior 
work to fill this gap has focused on developing evaluations for each step along the path from 
model development to deployment. At Stanford Medicine, the Responsible AI for Safe and 
Equitable Health (RAISE-Health) initiative launched in partnership with the Human Centered 
Artificial Intelligence Institute (HAI), guides the responsible use of AI across biomedical 
research, education, and patient care. A core part of the effort is establishing a framework for 
ethical health AI standards and safeguards. 
 
Against this backdrop, the Data Science team in Technology and Digital Solutions at Stanford 
Medicine has developed a T&E mechanism — the Fair, Useful, and Reliable AI Model (FURM) 
assessment — to routinely estimate achievable benefits of AI model-guided workflows before 
deployment, which is necessary for bridging the AI Chasm. Every AI system proposed for 
deployment in our healthcare system requires a FURM assessment. This enables us to track AI 
project status, to be responsive to requests for information about the use of AI in our healthcare 
system (such from the California Attorney General in 2023), and to use FURM assessments to 
prioritize and triage proposed deployments. 
 
In this article, we describe the FURM assessment process (Figure 1) and its use to evaluate six 
AI model use cases for potential deployment. While this process was designed for use at our 
institution, the novel components of this process — usefulness estimates by simulation, financial 
projections to quantify sustainability, and a process for conducting ethical assessments — are 



 

exportable to other healthcare systems, with open-source tools and methods that are feasible 
for other organizations to follow. 

Methods 

Overview of the FURM assessment process 
We developed the FURM assessment to identify Fair, Useful and Reliable AI Models for 
workflows being considered for deployment in our healthcare system, Stanford Health Care 
(SHC). For each use case brought to the Data Science team, a FURM assessment is conducted 
in 3 stages: (1) What & Why, to assess potential usefulness, financial impact, and ethical 
considerations; (2) How, to identify requirements to deploy said AI model-guided workflow; and 
(3) Impact, to design experiments to monitor and evaluate the value of the AI model-guided 
workflow after deployment.  
 
The 3-stage assessment process accommodates AI model-guided workflows at various stages 
of maturity: (1) not yet designed or deployed, (2) designed but not deployed, and (3) both 
designed and deployed. For those that are not yet designed or deployed, a Stage 1 assessment 
provides for early identification of AI model-guided workflows that are not aligned with an 
institutional or care need, do not have potential value in terms of financial or clinical outcomes, 
or have substantial ethical considerations that require further attention before deployment. For 
AI model-guided workflows that are designed but not yet deployed, Stage 2 and 3 assessments 
identify technical requirements for deployment, develop a monitoring plan, and outline 
evaluations to prospectively assess impact and ethical concerns. For AI-guided workflows that 
are already deployed, Stage 3 assessments provide a monitoring plan and outline for 
prospective evaluation. Going forward, all AI systems being considered for deployment will have 
a Stage 1 FURM assessment, followed by Stage 2 and 3 as appropriate. For deployed AI 
systems that predate the Data Science team, we can also conduct Stage 2 and/or Stage 3 
assessments to inform modifications to deployment and impact evaluations. 
 
The final product of each assessment is a report to support decisions of whether and how to 
proceed with deployment. Each report includes a recommendation for whether to proceed to the 
next stage and how each component of the assessment informs the recommendation. If we do 
not recommend proceeding, we discuss with the requesting team any modifications to the 
proposed AI model and workflow that would potentially change the recommendation, so that all 
recommendations are actionable. These assessments are shared with institutional leadership 
and the team that requested the assessment (see the Results section ‘How we use FURM 
assessments’). SHC leadership uses FURM assessments to prioritize institutional support for 
potential AI deployments that have potential for positive impact and a sustainable financial 
profile. 



 

 
Figure 1. Stages and components of the FURM assessment. Each FURM assessment consists of 3 
stages to evaluate the what & why motivating a particular AI use case, how a given AI model will be 
formulated, evaluated and integrated into a given healthcare system workflow, and the impact of the 
proposed implementation. Each of these 3 stages has multiple components (colored boxes), each 
addressing a different aspect of the use case. 
 
Participants in a FURM assessment. Three sets of participants are involved in each 
assessment: Requestor(s), an Assessment Coordinator, and Component Leads. The 
Requestor(s) are usually experts in the AI model and its motivating use case—such as clinicians 
who identified the use case, researchers who developed the AI model, or commercial vendors 
who have developed an AI-based product being considered for purchase by the healthcare 
system. The Data Science team also engages in needs finding efforts to engage with healthcare 
employees who are not experts in AI, but who do potentially face challenges or inefficiencies in 
their work that have the potential be improved with AI. The Assessment Coordinator is a 
member of the Data Science team who facilitates the assessment process, and is responsible 
for communication and logistical support, as well as compiling the final assessment report. 
Component Leads are subject matter experts responsible for each assessment component, and 
include clinicians, data scientists, IT professionals, financial analysts, ethicists, and healthcare 
administrators. 
 
The FURM assessment process begins when the Requestor(s) bring a use case for an AI 
model to the Data Science Team. We first hold a “what to expect” session to orient the 
Requestor(s) to the process and what we will require from them to conduct an assessment. We 
then conduct an intake session with the Requestor(s), to obtain the information necessary to 
complete Stage 1 of our assessment. Following completion of the Stage 1 assessment, we 
make the decision of whether to recommend Stage 2 and 3 assessments, based on the 
potential impact and value of deployment as indicated by Stage 1. 
 
The following sections describe each stage and component in detail; the Appendix includes 
templates of each component, as well as a completed report of each assessment stage for a 
single use case (with confidential information redacted). We describe the process as a linear 
series of components, however in our experience conducting six assessments to date, 
components may be completed simultaneously, sometimes in an iterative manner as we confirm 
assumptions or additional questions arise. We expect our FURM assessment process to 
continue to evolve, and so each component description and associated template may also 
change over time. 



 

Intake 
Each assessment begins with an intake session, attended by the Requestor(s) and the 
assessment team. The purpose of this session is to establish rapport between the assessment 
team and the Requestor(s), and to set expectations for the FURM assessment process—
including the responsibilities of each participant, the potential outcomes of the assessment, and 
the intended timeline to completion of the assessment. 

Stage 1: What and Why 
Stage 1's main goal is to inform the decision of whether an AI model should be integrated into 
the proposed workflow and deployed. At this stage, an AI model does not yet have to be trained 
or implemented – it may only have been defined as a task for which a model will be trained to 
produce a specified outcome. Most use cases evaluated in Stage 1 involve an already existing 
model, but it is not a requirement. Three questions are answered at this stage: (1) What 
problem does this AI model seek to solve? (2) How will the output of the model be used? (3) 
How might this model impact patients, personnel, and the healthcare system? A Stage 1 FURM 
assessment consists of the following four components, designed to answer these questions: 
(1a) problem, need and use case definition, (1b) usefulness estimates by simulation, (1c) 
financial projections and (1d) ethical considerations. Component (1a) is completed first, 
because it provides essential information for the remaining components; (1b)-(1d) can be 
completed in any order. 
 
(1a) Problem, need and use case definition. This component characterizes the purpose and 
intended use and impact of the AI model. This includes a description of the model-guided 
workflow (see Figure 2 for an example), the patient cohort, potential outcomes for patients, and 
the intended impact of the workflow on both patients and healthcare employees, including 
clinicians. This component also investigates whether there are existing alternatives to the AI 
model being proposed. A workflow diagram is created as part of this component to capture the 
decision points where the AI model output would be used to direct an action, including 
automating processes such as alerts or messages. 

Figure 2. Example workflow diagram for component (1a): Problem, Need, and Use Case. In this example, 
a risk score for peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is used to identify patients for referral to Stanford Health 
Care’s Vascular Medicine Clinic. Detailed workflows are essential for assessing the impact of an AI 
system on patients and clinicians. 
 



 

(1b) Usefulness estimates by workflow simulation. This component uses a simulation tool, 
called APLUS9, to generate quantitative estimates of the achievable utility, i.e. usefulness, of the 
proposed AI model-guided workflow. APLUS does so by considering the technical performance 
of the model alongside the capacity constraints of the team and setting where the model-guided 
workflow would be deployed, as well as the potential utility of the workflow. The utility of the 
workflow is highly dependent on the benefits and costs of possible outcomes10–12, and thus the 
inputs to APLUS are specific to the use case. For example, for a use case aimed at reducing 
readmission, we might define utility in terms of the number of inpatient days that a patient 
experiences in the six months following initial discharge. For a use case focused on screening 
patients for ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) in the emergency department (ED), we 
would quantify utility based on patient wait time in the ED before being seen. We identify 
relevant utilities and capacity/resource constraints through the intake interview with the 
Requestor(s), use case-specific literature, and consultation with subject matter experts. 
 
(1c) Financial projections. This component evaluates the potential financial impact of 
deploying and maintaining the proposed AI model-guided workflow. Importantly, this component 
characterizes the differential impact of deploying the AI model compared with existing state. Our 
analyses take into account the number of patients impacted, as well as the different possible 
outcomes of the AI model. Relevant costs include the cost of building (or purchasing) and 
maintaining the AI system, costs of personnel and resources to execute the model-guided 
workflow, and resulting costs of patient care or operational processes due to the model-guided 
workflow.  
 
(1d) Ethical considerations. This component uses key informant interviews and ethical 
analysis to identify potential ethical issues relevant to the model itself and model-guided 
workflow impacts. In particular, this component identifies value collisions where key stakeholder 
groups may disagree on important model design or deployment characteristics13,14. We focus on 
potential adverse impacts on patient care and patients’ interests, but also consider potential 
benefits and harms to patients, clinical staff, the healthcare system, and other stakeholders 
(e.g., a patient’s family members, insurers). Distinctive ethical issues arise at different points in 
an AI model’s life cycle, and following the “pipeline” framework13, the ethical assessment 
process varies with the specific stage and nature of the AI model and associated workflow. To 
identify ethical considerations, we conduct semi-structured interviews with model developers, 
clinicians, patient representatives, and sometimes hospital administrators and IT staff. These 
interviews focus on 7 core principles: responsibility, equity, traceability, reliability, governance, 
nonmaleficence, and autonomy15–17. The interview guides continue to undergo refinement as we 
gain experience, but exemplar questions for each domain are provided in Table 1. Lastly, the 
ethics assessment team formulates, or requests that the development team formulate, potential 
AI model or workflow modifications to address specific ethical challenges identified. Ongoing 
work is considering how to iteratively consult the stakeholder representatives and a panel of AI 
experts to seek their feedback on the proposed interventions. 
 
Table 1. The 7 core principles considered in the ethical considerations component of a Stage 1 
FURM assessment. 
Principle Corresponding example questions asked during FURM assessment 

Responsibility Who is taking responsibility for the performance of the AI model once 
deployed? Are there clear lines of accountability among the model 
developer, IT staff at the deploying organization, and clinical staff? How 
serious might the harm to the healthcare organization be if the model 



 

failed to perform as expected?18 

Equity Has the model been developed and tested using data that fairly represent 
the patient population at the deploying organization? Is there reason for 
concern that model performance may be better for some patient groups 
than others? Does the model have other potential equity implications 
(e.g., increasing healthcare costs for patients; disadvantaging particular 
patients or groups of patients in the healthcare system)?19 

Traceability Are the technologies and methods employed by the AI model transparent 
and auditable?20 

Reliability Has the AI model been tested for safety in settings similar to that being 
considered for deployment?21 

Governance Are there processes in place to detect or avoid harm, and is there a 
mechanism for humans to disengage or deactivate the AI model?22 

Nonmaleficence What evidence is there that the AI model would improve patient 
outcomes? What assumptions undergird the hoped-for benefits 
(especially regarding how clinicians will respond to the presence and 
output of the model), and are they realistic? In a worst-case scenario, 
might patient outcomes be harmed?  Is there any prospect of harm to 
patients’ interests from sharing patient information with the model 
developer? 

Autonomy Does the AI model enhance or impinge on patients’ decision making? 
What if anything should patients be told about use of the model in their 
care? 

Stage 2: How 
Stage 2 FURM assessments focus on the technical and organizational aspects of implementing 
an AI model-guided workflow. These considerations cannot be overlooked; infrastructure and 
organizational challenges can be a major barrier to implementing AI in healthcare settings23,24. 
To help practitioners overcome these barriers, Stage 2 assessments elicit information needed to 
implement the AI model and workflow in the setting appropriate to the use case. Findings from 
Stage 2 assessments help determine whether (and how) the AI model and workflow can be 
deployed in a healthcare system given available infrastructure and personnel. In some cases 
the answer to this question will be no—for example, if the required technical infrastructure does 
not exist. This stage consists of four components, outlined below. 
 
2(a) Model formulation.  For most use cases evaluated with a FURM assessment, the relevant 
AI model already exists because it was developed and evaluated by the Requestor(s), or it is 
available from a vendor. However, for use cases assessed without an existing model, i.e. as a 
task for which a model will be trained, this component will recommend a model formulation that 
is appropriate for the use case e.g. predict the risk of a given outcome in a specified time frame, 
or classify patients as having a condition or not. 
 



 

(2b) Model training and testing. This component will recommend methods for training and 
testing the model using data from the healthcare system, including a model learning algorithm 
e.g. Random Forest. Second, this component outlines an evaluation protocol for the AI model, 
and instructions for running this protocol on historical data. The evaluation protocol specifies 
metrics related to both model performance (such as positive predictive value or false negative 
rate) and clinical utility. The protocol also informs prospective evaluation and model monitoring, 
which are components of a Stage 3 FURM assessment (described below). 
 
(2c) Deployment on local infrastructure. This component summarizes the processes and 
infrastructure necessary to deploy the AI model and workflow in the healthcare system. This 
includes information about the data sources (including the data’s origin and update frequency), 
necessary data transformations, and how the AI model is to be deployed (e.g., whether it will 
run on premise in the healthcare system, in a cloud environment, or be accessed via a vendor’s 
API). Automated alerts or messages triggered by the AI model workflow are described here as 
well. The Data Science team has designed archetypes consisting of platforms for model 
deployment and maintenance, data access, and pipelines for transferring model output back 
into the relevant compute environments and workflow systems (e.g., electronic health record, 
enterprise resource planning system), the most appropriate of which are recommended in this 
component. In completing this for use cases where an AI model exists and is available for use, 
we also determine whether the existing version can be deployed in a production environment or 
requires any refactoring (which would incur additional costs in terms of time and possibly 
financial resources). 
 
(2d) Organizational integration. This component outlines the organizational aspects of 
deploying the AI model and workflow. First, this component identifies representatives of the 
healthcare system who will act as “owners” of the AI model and use case. This includes a 
service line representative to act as champion and point-of-contact for the model-guided 
workflow, a budget owner who will be responsible for financial decisions, and an application 
owner responsible for the computational infrastructure aspects of the proposed implementation. 
If the healthcare system requires a formal review of the AI model and workflow, this is described 
as well. Ideally, the service line representative and budget owner are identified during Stage 1 of 
the FURM assessment, and actively engaged in developing the integration strategy in Stage 2. 
Second, this component describes an implementation plan for the AI model and workflow25, 
including outreach and training needed for successful adoption of the workflow by healthcare 
personnel26 and a rollout plan. The rollout plan encompasses a strategy to align incentives with 
adoption and to define corresponding milestones. 

Stage 3: Impact 
While Stages 1 and 2 address the potential impact and feasibility of an AI model-guided 
workflow prior to deployment, Stage 3 focuses on evaluating the observed impact during and 
after deployment. Ongoing monitoring is essential because the performance and effect(s) of AI 
models can change after deployment27,28. The two key components of this stage are a plan 
for prospective evaluation and a plan for monitoring of the AI model-guided workflow.  
 
(3a) Prospective evaluation. In this component, prospective evaluation plans are developed 
for a “silent” deployment followed by a “loud” deployment using the healthcare system’s 
infrastructure and personnel. In a silent deployment29, an AI model is deployed on the 
infrastructure outlined in Stage 2 but without executing the workflow based on model output. For 
example, suppose that an AI model is to be applied for all patients admitted to the ICU, and an 



 

alert raised for patients that the model classifies as having sepsis. During silent deployment, the 
AI model will run for all patients admitted to the ICU, but no alerts or messages will be displayed 
to healthcare personnel. The silent deployment evaluation is intended answer the following 
questions: 

● Does the AI model process inputs and produce outputs as intended? 
● Does the distribution of input data match expectations, when compared with 

retrospective analysis? 
● Does the model output match expectations, when compared with retrospective analysis? 

This step should use the evaluation protocol described in component (2c). 
● Does the distribution of input data or model output change over the course of the silent 

deployment?  
 
In a loud deployment, an AI model-guided workflow is implemented in its entirety, with 
healthcare personnel taking action in response to model output. This may be done in a 
randomized fashion for rigorous prospective evaluation. In addition to the questions listed 
above, the loud deployment evaluation plan is designed to assess impact on clinical and 
operational outcomes (including patient outcomes where applicable) and personnel behavior for 
a prespecified period of time. The outcomes measured in evaluating a loud deployment are 
identified in collaboration with the service line representative overseeing the AI model-guided 
workflow (who may be part of the requesting team, but not necessarily). 
 
(3b) Monitoring. AI models must be monitored after deployment because their performance 
and impact are likely to change over time28. This component outlines a plan for monitoring the 
AI model and its workflow, including the following details: 

● The required frequency of monitoring—e.g., each week, quarter, or year. 
● A plan for monitoring performance of the AI model, including a description of all 

performance metrics and data required to calculate them. This should include the 
evaluation protocol described in component (2c). 

● A plan for monitoring the implementation of the AI-guided workflow. This might include 
personnel adherence to the AI model-guided workflow, responses to model-generated 
alerts or messages, or other aspects of user interactions with the model flagged as 
raising ethical questions.  

● A plan for monitoring the impact of the AI model on key outcomes, such as patient 
outcomes, treatment decisions, or productivity gains 

● A plan for updating or retiring the AI model. This might recommend a schedule for 
updating model weights, or minimum-acceptable model performance thresholds to 
trigger model update via retraining23. 

Debrief 
After each of a Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 assessment, the Data Science team schedules a 
debrief session with the Requestor(s). During the debrief, we walk through each component of 
the FURM assessment report (see Appendix for a sample report), explaining how each 
component informs the overall recommendation and answering any questions that arise. 

Results 
Having described the FURM assessment process, we now turn to key learnings to date. We 
begin by summarizing the outcomes of several completed FURM assessments. We then 
describe how FURM assessments are used in decision making at Stanford Health Care. We 



 

also describe the time required to complete a FURM assessment, how that informs the number 
of assessments that can be done simultaneously, and the total number that can be completed in 
a year. 

Completed FURM assessments 
We have completed Stage 1 FURM assessments for six use cases, as well as Stage 2 and 3 
assessments for one. The six use cases we have assessed span clinical (both inpatient and 
outpatient) and operational settings (Table 2), and have the potential to impact from 
approximately fifty up to tens of thousands patients each year. Two of the use cases (Screening 
for PAD, Improving Documentation and Coding for Inpatient Care) have moved into an 
implementation phase. 



 

Table 2. Overview of six Stage 1 FURM assessments completed to date. 

 
Use case 

 
Category 

FURM assessment summary 

Patients impacted 
per year 

Financial 
projections 

Ethical considerations (examples) 

Screening for Peripheral 
Arterial Disease (PAD) 

Clinical: 
outpatient 

~1400 Independently 
sustainable  

A stated goal is to decrease missed cases of 
PAD in non-white, non-male patients, but our data suggest 
the deployment population will be majority white. 

Estimating Coronary Artery 
Calcium (CAC) from 
Computed Tomography 
(CT) Scans 

Clinical: 
outpatient 

~5800 Independently 
sustainable 

There are potential issues of responsibility, e.g., who will 
manage the downstream use of CAC scores. The 
deployment population is largely white, and monitoring is 
needed to detect benefits/harms in minoritized groups. 

Avoiding Unplanned 
Emergency Department  
(ED) Visits by Oncology 
Patients 

Clinical: 
outpatient & 
inpatient 

~700 Needs external 
support 

Because the model was trained using data from patients 
who presented to the emergency department, the system 
may be biased to direct clinical resources to patients with 
a higher propensity to seek care, which could exacerbate 
health disparities. 

Screening for ST-elevation 
Myocardial Infarction 
(STEMI) in the ED 

Clinical: 
inpatient 

~150 Needs external 
support 

Will increasing the number of patients with 
STEMI identified without significantly increasing the 
number of ECGs being performed mean that other 
patients could have reduced access to ECG? 

Improving Documentation 
and Coding for Inpatient 
Care 

Operational ~35 000 Independently 
sustainable 

The tool could result in increased billing, elevating 
patients’ out-of-pocket costs. 

Identifying Hospital-
Acquired Sepsis 

Clinical: 
inpatient 

~2 700 Needs external 
support 

The model has not been tested in a clinical setting, and 
furthermore it is unclear what “safety testing” means for 
this use case. 
 



 

How FURM assessments are used 
Completion of a Stage 1 FURM assessment triggers multiple follow-up actions. In addition to the 
Requestor(s) using the Stage 1 report in deciding whether to pursue implementation, the written 
Stage 1 report is shared with the Data Science Executive Committee, composed of SHC and 
School of Medicine leadership. The Executive Committee reviews Stage 1 reports in a 
dedicated monthly meeting, and recommends use cases for advancing to Stage 2 FURM 
assessments as well as for implementation using dedicated resources including computational 
infrastructure, technical support staff and financial support. Reports from Stage 2 assessments 
are similarly reviewed and used to recommend Stage 3 assessments and implementations. 
Note that not every use of AI advanced to implementation has to be independently sustainable 
to be recommended for advancement/implementation. Our goal is to identify additional costs 
that may be incurred and have the corresponding need for external support acknowledged and 
budgeted for. 
 
Upon review by the Executive Committee, two of the six use cases we assessed have 
advanced to implementation: Screening for PAD and Improving Documentation and Coding for 
Inpatient Care. The Screening for STEMI use case was not recommended to advance because 
it is anticipated to impact a small number of patients each year, making the relative costs of AI 
implementation high. Similarly, the Avoiding Unplanned ED Visits by Oncology Patients use 
case has a high projected intervention cost due to the proposal to hire full time nursing staff to 
facilitate patient outreach as part of the intervention plan. The use case proposed to target 
patients with breast cancer, lung cancer, and lymphoma, which comprise a small proportion of 
oncology patients treated at SHC. The high intervention cost would thus be unsustainable given 
the relatively small number of patients projected to receive the outreach intervention, but this 
would change if, for example, patients with other types of cancer were included. For the 
Identifying Hospital-Acquired Sepsis use case, our financial projections suggest that the 
extreme tradeoff between the relative costs from false negatives (such as longer lengths of stay, 
based on the performance data available at the time of assessment) compared to the benefits 
realized from correctly identifying true positives would require external support to cover. 

AI governance 
Healthcare system governance of AI systems (as distinct from similar efforts by developers and 
vendors) is essential for AI usefulness, efficiency and patient safety30. FURM assessments are 
one part of a multi-pronged effort by the Data Science team to bring effective AI solutions into 
clinical and operational workflows and to govern those processes. The common types of 
consultation requests the DS team receives span multiple product lifecycle stages: 
 

● Uncovering and understanding enterprise pain points to prioritize for FURM 
assessments. We engage in needs finding by interviewing business and clinical leaders, 
conducting brainstorming sessions at operational team meetings, holding targeted 
discovery meetings and shadowing healthcare system employees as they do their work 
(in patient care settings and others). 

● Performing diligence on the business need and/or technical feasibility validation of AI 
solutions and deciding whether to build or buy. 

● Conducting FURM assessments to evaluate potential AI projects. 
● Operationalizing using our infrastructure to build and deploy model-guided workflows. 



 

● Monitoring and evaluating deployed systems to analyze trends and investigate 
performance, impact and value over time.  

 
These efforts in turn feed into projects overseen by the Stanford Medicine Technology and 
Digital Solutions (TDS) team. TDS manages all information technology applications at SHC, 
including maintaining a record of all deployed AI systems, securing approval for new projects for 
deployment, and deciding how to allocate TDS resources to such projects. FURM assessments 
are now used as part of TDS governance processes in making these approval and resource 
allocation decisions. 

Time required to complete a FURM assessment 
With an overall goal to see 3-5 projects through to deployment per year, the Data Science team 
is currently staffed to complete one FURM assessment (Stage 1, Stage 2 or Stage 3) per 
month. Using Little’s Law (a theorem used to determine the average number of items in a 
stationary queueing system31), and the approximate amount of time required for each 
component of a Stage 1 assessment (Figure 3), we estimate that this throughput requires 
conducting 2 assessments simultaneously at any given time. 
 

 
Figure 3. Estimated time required to complete each component of a Stage 1 FURM assessment, and 
application of Little’s Law to arrive at a desired cadence of 2 simultaneous FURM assessments, in order 
to complete one FURM assessment per month, with the ultimate goal of seeing 3-5 potential AI guided 
workflows through to deployment in the healthcare system. 

Discussion 
Direct involvement of healthcare system leadership in decisions to deploy AI systems is 
essential to use AI responsibly, avoid patient harm, and facilitate the long-term sustainability of 
AI implementations. Effective decision-making by leadership requires a rapid, repeatable and 



 

flexible assessment process whose results can be distilled into an executive summary for 
leadership, clinical and technical audiences. FURM assessments play this role at our healthcare 
system. Top-down support both of AI models and of their pre- and post-deployment evaluation 
ensures that the AI solutions healthcare systems invest in are sustainable, and have strong 
potential to improve patient care and/or operational endpoints. Post-deployment evaluation also 
helps to inform the equally important decision of when an AI model should be decommissioned 
or modified. 
 
FURM assessments synthesize and build upon a foundation of existing guidance around T&E 
frameworks. These include the Key Decision Points developed by the Health AI partnership32,33, 
the Coalition for Health AI’s Blueprint for Trustworthy AI Implementation Guidance and 
Assurance for Healthcare34, and the Duke Algorithm-Based Clinical Decision Support (ABCDS) 
Oversight framework35. The existing frameworks provide guidance for identifying and prioritizing 
use cases, evaluating AI models for performance and safety, designing workflows, 
implementing the proposed system, as well as monitoring and outcome measurement post-
deployment. We contribute three novel elements to existing testing and evaluation regimens: 
pre-deployment ethical review for identification of stakeholder value mismatches, financial 
sustainability analysis, and the use of simulation to estimate achievable benefit under a given 
work capacity9. 
 
With an estimated cost of over $200,000 to integrate a single AI model into a workflow36, such 
pre-deployment analyses are essential. We anticipate that the assessment processes we have 
developed can be adopted into existing frameworks such those by HAIP, CHAI and the National 
Academy of Medicine’s effort to develop an AI Code of Conduct. By freely sharing the 
assessment process, underlying methods12 and open source tools9 used to quantify realizable 
benefits, we make it possible for other healthcare systems to conduct actionable evaluations of 
candidate AI systems.  
 
The FURM assessment process itself evolved over the first six assessments, including updates 
to the software as well as procedural components to increase efficiency and consistency. For 
example, we added the structured What To Expect and Debrief sessions (before and after, 
respectively) to the assessment, analogous to a pre-visit survey and post-visit instructions that 
occur with clinical visits. We updated the APLUS software to support additional use cases, and 
revised the report layout based on feedback from requesting teams. Work to further expand the 
ethics assessment component continues. 
 
As described above, our executive leadership uses FURM assessments as part of their 
decision-making to prioritize projects. Of the six assessment reports that have been reviewed, 
the emerging pattern of what is deemed a “worthy project” are situations where a large number 
of patients are expected to benefit, the implementation is projected to be financially sustainable 
(not necessarily having a positive margin), and the ethical concerns are such that a monitoring 
plan can be devised to measure their impact or be remedied via workflow modifications. 
 
The FURM assessment process has several limitations. First, we have conducted FURM 
assessments for a limited number of use cases and adjustments may be needed for other kinds 
of use cases. For example, the Data Science team was asked to assess a use case involving 
the use of generative AI (specifically GPT-4) for drafting replies to messages patients send to 
clinicians through the healthcare system’s online patient portal. A usefulness estimate and 
financial projections were not needed, but identifying ethical considerations was paramount. 
Thus, we conducted a “partial” FURM assessment focused on ethical considerations so the 
project could proceed to a pilot phase. Second, FURM financial projections require access to 



 

financial data. We work directly with members of the SHC Finance Department to identify and 
analyze financial data specific to each use case we assess. Such cross-departmental 
collaboration is necessary for successfully implementing the FURM assessment process, but 
may be more difficult to achieve at other institutions. Finally, only one component of our Stage 1 
FURM assessment process (usefulness estimates by simulation) is available as software. The 
other components rely on interviews, qualitative evaluation, and custom financial analyses, 
practices for which can only be shared with other institutions as playbooks and interview guides. 
As members of the Coalition for Health AI, we aim to disseminate our approach through 
playbooks and interview guides, and to offer our services as part of the recently proposed 
nationwide network of AI assurance labs5. 

Conclusion 
We have developed a process to identify fair, useful and reliable AI models (FURM) by first 
concretizing the problem to be solved by a given AI model-guided workflow, and then 
conducting simulations to estimate usefulness, financial projections to evaluate sustainability, 
and expert interviews to identify potential stakeholder value mismatches and relevant ethical 
considerations. We also assess each proposed AI model-guided workflow to determine 
implementation feasibility, design a deployment strategy, and develop a prospective monitoring 
and impact evaluation plan. We have conducted FURM assessments for six use cases, and 
recommended two to advance to deployment. Our novel contributions – usefulness estimates 
by simulation, financial projections to quantify sustainability, and ethical considerations – as well 
as their underlying methods12 and open source tools9, make it possible for other healthcare 
systems to conduct actionable evaluations of candidate AI solutions. 
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FURM Assessment Stage 1 Summary: [NAME OF PROJECT] - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: [ADD] 
 
Need: [ADD] 
 
Eligible patient population: [ADD] 

Proposed Model and Workflow Details 

 Model Specification 
● Outcome: [ADD] 
● Output: [ADD] 
● Training data source: [ADD] 
● Deployment data source: [ADD] 

 
Intervention 
●  

 
Workflow Constraints 
● Personnel capacity 

○  
● Time requirements 

○  

Financial Projections 
Y0 (Deployment) Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 

$ $  $  $  $  $  
● Revenue: [ADD DETAIL ON MAJOR REVENUE DRIVERS] 
● Costs: [ADD DETAIL ON MAJOR COST DRIVERS] 
● Sensitivity: [ADD DETAIL ON PROJECTION SENSITIVITIES] 
● Of note: [ADDITIONAL RELEVANT CONTEXT] 

Potential Impact for Patients or Providers 
[ADD]  

Usefulness Estimates by Workflow Simulation 
[ADD] 

Ethical Considerations 
[ADD] 

Recommendation: [OVERALL RECOMMENDATION] 
● [ADD CONTEXT FOR RECOMMENDATION] 

Next Steps 
● [ADD] 

References 
[ADD USE CASE SPECIFIC REFERENCES] 
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Evaluating AI/ML deployments 
Morse K, Bagley SC, Shah NH. Estimate the hidden deployment cost of predictive models to improve patient care. 
Nat Med 2020 Jan;26(1):18-19. 

 
Ethics for AI/ML deployments 

Char D, Shah N, Magnus D. Implementing Machine Learning in Health Care — Addressing Ethical Challenges. 
New Eng J Med, 2018 Mar 15;378(11):981-983. 
Cagliero D, Deuitch N, Shah N, Char D. Evaluating Ethical Concerns with Machine Learning to Guide Advance 
Care Planning. Journal of Investigative Medicine, 2021;69:152 

Authors and Contributors (alphabetical by last name) 
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Problem, Need and Use Case Details 

Problem Statement 
[ADD] 

Needs Statement 
[ADD] 
 

Eligible Patient Population 
[ADD] 

Proposed Intervention 
[ADD] 

Intended Impacts on Patients 
● [ADD] 

Potential Unintended Impacts on Patients and Providers 
● [ADD] 

Proposed Workflow 
[ADD, WITH FIGURE] 

Workflow Assumptions 
● Capacity of personnel (e.g. calls a nurse can make per day) 

○   
 

● Time requirements for relevant activities 
○  

Utilities of Outcomes 
● False positive:  
● False negative:  
● True positive:  
● True negative:  
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Usefulness assessments via simulation 

Overview 
[ADD] 

Utility Estimates 

Usefulness Simulations 

Summary 
[ADD] 

References 
[ADD]  
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Financial Projections 

Overall Assessment 
 
Y0 (Deployment) Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 

$  $  $  $  $  $ 
 
Recommendation – [OVERALL RECOMMENDATION]  

● [ADD CONTEXT FOR RECOMMENDATION] 

Assumptions 
Cohort 

●  
Model & Workflow 

●  
Volume 

●  
Financial 

●  

Sensitivities 
Most Sensitive to 10% increase in: Least Sensitive to 10% increase in: 
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Ethical Considerations 
We assess the proposed intervention according to 9 ethical principles:  Responsibility, Equity, Traceability, 
Reliability, Governance, Non-Maleficence, and Autonomy. 

Responsibility 
Humans should exercise judgment & remain responsible for use & outcomes. 
 
[ADD] 

Equity 
Avoid unintended bias & inadvertent harm; fairness in distribution, access and benefits across patient groups. 
 
[ADD] 

Traceability 
Transparent & Auditable methodologies, data sources, design procedures. 
 
[ADD] 

Reliability 
Explicit domain of use; safety tested across the entire life cycle of use in that domain. 
 
[ADD] 

Governance 
Possess the ability to detect/avoid unintended harm & for human disengagement or deactivation. 
 
[ADD] 

Non-Maleficence  
Do no harm; patient benefit; improved clinical outcomes. 
 
[ADD] 

Autonomy  
Patient still in control of their healthcare; liability for AI system malfunction related to degree of autonomy; 
ownership of data. 
 
Quality of the Source: [ADD] 
 
Quality of the Information: [ADD] 

References 
1.  Fenton, Joshua J., et al. "Influence of computer-aided detection on performance of screening 

mammography." New England Journal of Medicine 356.14 (2007): 1399-1409. 
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FURM Assessment Stage 2 Summary: [PROJECT NAME] - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: [ADD] 
 
Need: [ADD] 
 
Eligible patient population: [ADD] 

Model formulation, training and testing 

Task 
•  

Model learning algorithm 
•  

Data 
•  

Testing and training splits 
•  

Cross Validation 
•  

Performance metrics 
•  

Fine-tuning procedures 
•  

Model validation 
•  

Deployment on SHC infrastructure 
 

Organizational integration 
 

Recommendation: [OVERALL RECOMMENDATION] 
● [ADD CONTEXT FOR RECOMMENDATION]  

Next Steps 
● [ADD] 

References 
[ADD] 

Authors and Contributors (alphabetical by last name) 
[ADD] 

 
 

Model formulation 
 
[ADD] 
 
Data labeling criteria: 
 
Cohort entry criteria: [ADD] 
 
Cases: [ADD]  
 
Controls: [ADD]  
 
General exclusions: [ADD]  
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Model training and testing 

Data variables 
 
[ADD] 

Testing and training splits 
 
[ADD] 

Cross Validation details 
 
[ADD] 

Performance metrics 
 
[ADD] 

Fine-tuning procedures 
 
[ADD] 

Model validation 
 
[ADD]  
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Deployment on SHC infrastructure 
[ADD] 
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Organizational integration 
[ADD] 

Clinical and operational integration  
 
[ADD] 

People roles and responsibilities 
 

Role Responsibilities Name, Title 

Service Line Owner Budget owner who will be responsible for 
financial decisions  

 

Physician Champion Leader and point-of-contact for the model-
guided workflow 

 

TDS Champion Application owner responsible for IT aspects of 
the proposed implementation 

 

 

Workflow 
[ADD] 
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FURM Assessment Stage 3 Summary: [PROJECT NAME] - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: [ADD] 
 
Need: [ADD] 
 
Eligible patient population: [ADD] 

Workflow and monitoring details 

Monitoring 
•  

Prospective Evaluation 
●  

Recommendation: [OVERALL RECOMMENDATION] 
● [ADD CONTEXT FOR RECOMMENDATION] 

Next Steps 
● [ADD] 

References 
[ADD] 

Authors and Contributors (alphabetical by last name) 
[ADD] 
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Monitoring 

Objective 
[ADD] 

Tracking 

Model Inputs/Outputs 

Data Collection  

Target Measurements 
(see Appendix) 

 

Notes 
[ADD] 

User Adherence 

Data Collection  

Target 
Measurements 
(per year after 
randomization / 
intervention) 
 

Primary Process Measures 

Care Delivery Outcomes 

Data Collection  

Target 
Measurements 
(per year after 
randomization / 
intervention) 

Secondary Impact Measures 

Actions 

Model Updating 

Interval  

Trigger  
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Decision 
Process 

 

Resolution  

Notes 
[ADD] 

Model Retiring 

Interval  

Trigger  

Decision 
Process 

 

Resolution  

Execution Personnel Assignments 

Tracking Model Inputs/Outputs 
- ML Ops team 

Tracking User Adherence 
- [ADD] 

Tracking Care Delivery Outcomes 

- [ADD] 

Model Updating 
- [ADD] 

Model Retiring 

- [ADD] 
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Prospective Evaluation 

Objective 
[ADD] 

Tracking 

Pre-Registration 
● Recording of evaluation plan in ClinicalTrials.gov to pre-register primary outcome and study design 

 
  

Metrics of 
Success 

Clinical 
 
Financial/Operational 
 

Study Design  

Interventional 
Study Model 

 

Masking  

Allocation  

Number of 
Patients 

 

Location  

Inclusion 
Criteria 

•  

Exclusion 
Criteria 

•  

Intervention Description and link to workflow 

Primary 
Endpoint 

 

Secondary 
Endpoints 

• Implementation endpoints 
•  
• Clinical endpoints 
o  

Enrollment 
Process 

 

Assessment 
Schedule 

 

Duration  

Statistical 
Considerations 
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Appendix 

Model Specifications 

Type of task  

Outcome of interest  

Input  

Output  

Target population  

Time of prediction  

Action  

Tracking Model Inputs/Outputs 

Measurement  

Target  

Stratification  

Interval  

Alert Trigger  

 
 

Measurement  

Target  

Stratification  

Interval  

Alert Trigger  

 
 

Measurement  

Target  

Stratification  

Interval  
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Alert Trigger  

Tracking User Adherence 
 

Raw Data Interval 

  

  

  

  

 
 

Metric Definition Stratification Interval 

    

    

Tracking Care Delivery Outcomes 

Raw Data Interval 

  

 
 



 

FURM Assessment Report Example for Screening for Peripheral 
Arterial Disease (PAD) Use Case 
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FURM Assessment Stage 1 Summary: Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) Prediction - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: Many people with PAD go undiagnosed until late in their disease progression. People with undiagnosed PAD 
may present at the ED or to their provider with intolerance to exercise, which may require limb amputation. 
Furthermore, patients with PAD are at increased risk of other atherosclerotic cardiovascular events (stroke, MI), and 
should be placed on appropriate medical therapy (such as statins) given their elevated cardiovascular risk. 
 
Need: A way to diagnose PAD earlier in a primary care population in order to increase the rate of necessary medical 
and surgical interventions early enough to prevent poor outcomes. 
 
Eligible patient population: All patients aged 50 years or older without cancer and without a previous diagnosis of 
PAD, and with a primary care provider in Stanford Health Care, or possibly all such patients seen at Cardiovascular 
Medicine. Approximately YYYY patients meet these criteria. 

Proposed Model and Workflow Details 

 

Model Specification 
● Outcome: PAD 
● Output: probability 0-100% that a patient will develop PAD in 1 year 
● Training data source: STARR OMOP 
● Deployment data source: Epic Clarity 

Intervention 
● For patients with a model output above a specified probability, alert via BPA to confirm diagnosis with ABI; follow-

up with their PCP and vascular specialist as needed 
Workflow Constraints 

● Personnel capacity 
○ Vascular ultrasound tech:      ABIs/day  
○ Vascular surgeon/med specialist:      patient visits/day 

● Time requirements 
○     hours for ABI 
○     hours for MD visit 

Financial Projections 
Y0 (Deployment) Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 

$  YYYY    $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY 
● Revenue: A large proportion of revenue is accrued through newly diagnosed PAD patients having cardiovascular 

surgery procedures. 
● Costs: Model maintenance and negative margin on vascular surgery procedures comprises the majority of costs 

and a dynamic staffing model can lower personnel costs while maintaining capacity. 
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● Sensitivity: Projections are most sensitive to patient retention, model flag rate and positive predictive value. 
● Of note: A significant margin contribution (~XX%) is accrued through ABI procedures on model flagged patients 

who are ultimately found to be false positives. 

Potential Impact for Patients or Providers 
In one month of silent deployment, the model categorized XX of YYYY screened patients (Z%) as having PAD. Given 
model performance metrics and sufficient personnel, this proposed workflow has potential to identify a substantial 
number of SHC patients with undiagnosed PAD and recommend appropriate treatment.  

Usefulness Estimates by Workflow Simulation 
In a comparison of a logistic regression, random forest and deep learning model, the deep learning model shows the 
strongest performance across all nursing capacity levels. However, its achievable utility caps at a nurse capacity of A 
patients per day when the downstream specialist’s capacity is a limiting factor. Simulations also demonstrated that 
when doctor alert fatigue is high, the relative utility of a nurse-driven workflow is high even when nurse capacity is low. 

Ethical Considerations 
A stated goal is to decrease missed diagnoses of PAD in non-white non-male patients, but our data suggests the 
deployment population will be majority white. Unintended uses of disease severity or morbidity predictive tools are 
likely to be a recurring ethical challenge. Once introduced into the patient’s chart, other actors will be interested in the 
prediction, and intended actors may use the prediction in unintended ways. 

Recommendation: PROCEED WITH DEPLOYMENT AND EVALUATION PLAN DESIGN 
● An appropriate technician / specialist staffing model needs to be designed to maintain profitability. 
● The eligible patient population is projected to undergo decline resulting which may reduce profitability. 
● It is currently unknown whether the eligible patient population will yield a non-white non-male cohort of adequate 

number to be powered to detect benefits/harms of the proposed workflow. 

Next Steps 
● Identify providers with capacity to execute model-guided intervention. 

References 
PAD 
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Problem, Need and Use Case Details 

Problem Statement 
Many people with PAD go undiagnosed until late in their disease progression. People with undiagnosed PAD 
may present at the ED or to their provider with intolerance to exercise, which may require limb amputation. 
Furthermore, patients with PAD are at increased risk of other atherosclerotic cardiovascular events (stroke, 
MI), and should be placed on appropriate medical therapy (such as statins) given their elevated cardiovascular 
risk. 

Needs Statement 
A way to diagnose PAD earlier in a primary care population in order to increase the rate of necessary medical 
and surgical interventions early enough to prevent poor outcomes. 

Eligible Patient Population 
All patients aged 50 years or older without cancer and without a previous diagnosis of PAD (ICD9 A, B, C, D, 
E) and with a primary care provider in Stanford Health Care (defined by at least 1 visit within the last 18 
months to a primary care clinic), or possibly all such patients seen at Cardiovascular Medicine. 

Proposed Intervention 
The proposed intervention will use a machine learning classification model to estimate likelihood of PAD. For 
patients with a model output above a specified threshold probability, send alert via BPA to PCP to confirm 
diagnosis with ABI; follow-up with their PCP and vascular specialist as needed. 

Intended Impacts on Patients 
● Higher rates of ABI testing 
● Higher rates of ABI positivity (without smaller denominator) 
● Higher rates of medical and surgical treatment for PAD 
● Longer term: reduced ED visits for PAD, reduced rates of limb amputation 

Potential Unintended Impacts on Patients and Providers 
● Higher rates of cardiovascular testing after PAD diagnosis 
● Alert fatigue 

○ In one sampled month (MM YYYY), YYYY patients were evaluated by the PAD classification 
model; at B% sensitivity, the model flagged XX patients as having PAD. 

Proposed Workflow 
The figure below outlines the workflow for the proposed intervention. For patients with a model output above a 
specified probability, alert via BPA to confirm diagnosis with ABI; follow-up with their PCP and vascular 
specialist as needed. 
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Workflow Assumptions 
● Capacity of personnel (e.g. calls a nurse can make per day) 

○ Vascular ultrasound tech:        ABIs/day  
○ Vascular surgeon/med specialist at some level:    patient visits/day 

● Time requirements for relevant provider activities 
○     hours for ABI 
○     hours for MD visit 

Utilities of Outcomes 
● False positive: lowest cost (e.g. bleeding from ASA) 
● False negative: low cost, may result in later diagnosis 
● True positive: for patient - medium benefit, longer life with less disability; for health system - if 

management involves procedures and not only medications, there is potential for medium benefit, 
improving patient outcomes to avoid complex treatment later 

● True negative: low benefit - avoids unnecessary ABI 
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Usefulness assessments via simulation 

Overview 
This report summarizes the results of using the APLUS tool to (1) estimate utility of a peripheral artery disease 
(PAD) classification model to conduct PAD screening and (2) run simulations to assess usefulness given the 
utility estimates and workflow properties including capacity constraints and alternative workflow parameters - 
specifically provider capacity in terms of number of nurses and doctors, and alert fatigue in terms of probability 
that a given alert is read. 

Utility Estimates 
We assumed three possible outcomes for patients: “Untreated”, “Medication”, or “Surgery.” These roughly 
capture the spectrum of treatment options available for patients with PAD -- either the patient’s visit is 
concluded without treatment, the patient is prescribed medication (e.g. a statin) to reduce the risk of 
cardiovascular disease, or the patient undergoes a procedure like angioplasty or bypass (where we assume 
that patients who end up in the “Surgery” state have also been given medication prior to their procedures) [1,2]. 
We assume that patients who end up in the “Surgery” state have also been given medication prior to their 
procedures.  
 
The utility of each of these outcomes depends on the true PAD status for a specific patient. For example, 
“Untreated” is the best option for patients without PAD, but has the largest cost for patients with PAD. 
“Medication” is the ideal outcome for patients with moderate PAD, but is undesirable for patients without PAD. 
“Surgery” is the most costly outcome for all patients, but the relatively best option for patients with severe PAD. 
We combined clinician input with utility estimates from Itoga et al. 2018 [3] to define the utilities (estimated in 
terms of a multiplier on remaining years living to reflect quality-adjustment on lifespan) associated with the end 
outcomes of each workflow in terms of a multiplier on remaining years living to reflect quality-adjustment on 
lifespan.  
 
Given that a healthy patient with no PAD has a baseline utility of 1, we used the following relative utilities for 
various outcomes: 0.95 for patients without PAD who are prescribed medication, 0.9 for patients with PAD who 
are prescribed medication, 0.85 for patients with moderate PAD not prescribed medication, 0.7 for patients 
without PAD who undergo surgery, 0.68 for patients who have severe PAD and undergo surgery, and 0.6 for 
patients with severe PAD who do not undergo surgery [3]. 

Usefulness Simulations 
We first mapped out the states, transitions, and utilities of possible model-guided PAD screening workflows. 
Based on interviews with practitioners (chiefly, Elsie Gyang Ross, who is a practicing vascular surgeon), we 
identified two workflows to consider: (1) a nurse-driven workflow which assumes the existence of a centralized 
team of nurses reviewing the PAD model’s predictions for all patients visiting their clinic each day; and (2) a 
doctor-driven workflow which assumes that the PAD model’s predictions appear as a real-time alert in a 
patient’s EHR during their visit to the clinic. These workflows are illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. States, transitions, and transition conditions for the (a) nurse-driven workflow and (b) doctor-driven 
workflow. All patients begin at the “Patient Visits Clinic” state in the top left of the charts. Then, patients progress 
according to their individual-level properties, and end at one of 3 treatment options: “Untreated”, “Medication”, 
or “Surgery”. Trapezoids represent capacity constraints, diamonds represent decision points, squares are 
intermediate states, and pills are end states. 
 
In both workflows, we also assume the existence of a cardiovascular specialist who can evaluate patients after 
they are referred by a doctor or nurse. We assume that the specialist has a set capacity for how many patients 
she can see per day. However, once a patient reaches the specialist, we assume that the specialist makes the 
optimal treatment decision for that patient. Thus, prioritizing which patients use up the limited capacity of the 
specialist is the key driver of our simulated workflow’s achieved utility. 
 
The doctor-driven workflow assumes that model predictions will appear as an alert within the EHR of a patient 
during their visit to the clinic. If the attending physician notices this alert, she can choose to either ignore the 
alert or act on it. We assume that physicians ignore alerts at random. If a physician decides to act on an alert, 
she will either administer treatment herself (if the physician deems the patient to have a relatively normal ABI) 
or refer the patient to a specialist. The main constraints on this workflow are the probability that the attending 
physician reads the alert and the specialist’s schedule. 
 
The nurse-driven workflow assumes the existence of a centralized team of nurses tasked with reviewing the 
predictions of the PAD model for each patient who visits the clinic on a given day. Based on these predictions, 
the nursing staff decides which patients to directly refer to the specialist, thus cutting out any intermediate 
steps with a non-specialist physician. The main constraints on this workflow are the capacity of the nursing 
staff and the specialist’s schedule. We assume that the nursing staff does not suffer from alert fatigue, i.e. they 
will not randomly ignore predictions from the PAD model. This is an assumption we have made in this study, 
and we acknowledge that nurses might suffer from alert fatigue as well. 
 
We evaluated each PAD model’s utility relative to three baselines: Treat None, where the model simply 
predicts a PAD risk score of 0 for all patients; Treat All, where the model predicts a PAD risk score of 1 for all 
patients; and Optimistic, where there were no workflow constraints or resource limits on model predictions. 
Concretely, we measured each model’s expected utility achieved per patient above the Treat None baseline as 
a percentage of the utility achieved under the Optimistic scenario. In other words, we measured how much of 
the total possible utility gained from using a model was actually achieved under each workflow’s constraints. 
The Treat None baseline should therefore always have a relative achieved utility of 0%, while all models 
should have a utility value of 100% in the Optimistic setting (as all patients are simply sent to the specialist for 
screening). For clarity, we do not show the Treat None baseline in any of the following plots, as it is always 
trivially set to 0%. 

Simulation of nurse-driven workflow 
Specific to the nurse-driven workflow with a daily capacity of K, we consider two possible strategies that the 
nurses can leverage for processing this batch of predictions: (1) ranked screening, in which the nursing staff 
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follows up with the K patients with the highest PAD risk scores; or (2) 
thresholded screening, in which a random subset of K patients are selected from the batch of predictions 
whose predicted PAD risk score exceeds some cutoff threshold. 
 
Though the deep learning model shows the strongest performance of all treatment strategies across all nursing 
capacity levels, its achievable utility caps out at a nurse capacity of 3 patients per day (Figure 2). This is 
because the downstream specialist’s capacity is the limiting factor capping the achievable utility of the model. 
Thus, a policymaker deciding how to staff a nursing-driven workflow in which the downstream cardiovascular 
specialist can only see 2 patients per day could feel comfortable with staffing to a capacity of 3 patients per 
day, regardless of how many patients might be flagged by the model. 
 

 
Figure 2. (a) Utility achieved by the nurse-driven workflow under thresholded screening across different nurse 
capacities using the optimal model cutoff threshold. (b) Utility achieved by the nurse-driven workflow under 
ranked screening across different nurse capacities. We see that the achievable utility of all models is 
unaffected by increases in nurse capacity beyond 3-4 nurses. All  plots assume a specialist capacity of 2 
patients/day. 
 
The thresholded screening strategy (Figure 2a) shows that the deep learning model (purple line) exhibits 
improvements in utility over alternative treatment strategies. However, this difference becomes negligible at 
higher nurse capacity levels (e.g. >3 patients per day) as the limited capacity of the specialist then serves as 
the limiting factor on the workflow. This result is replicated under the ranked screening strategy illustrated in 
Figure 2b, which shows that the ML models do not exhibit substantially different achieved utility across 
potential nurse capacities. 

Simulation of doctor-driven workflow 
In the case of the doctor-driven workflow, Figure 3 shows strong differentiation across all three ML models in 
the limited specialist setting. We see that the deep learning model (purple line) achieves a higher relative utility 
than the Treat All (red line) strategy once the probability of an alert being read is above 0.4. This is because 
when doctors are more likely to respond to alerts, more patients will be referred to the specialist. The specialist 
will then have to turn people away because of their limited capacity (set to 2 patients/day in this experiment). 
Thus, ensuring that we only send patients who are likely to have PAD to the specialist becomes more 
important as doctors become increasingly willing to act on the alerts they see (and thus exceed the capacity of 
the specialist to handle referrals). The accuracy of the model therefore has more influence on the workflow’s 
utility as the probability that a doctor reads an alert increases. In our case, the deep learning model had the 
best predictive performance, hence the utility when using this model was greatest at higher levels of alert 
responsiveness. 
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Figure 3. This plot shows the utility achieved by the doctor-driven workflow across different levels of alert 
fatigue using a model cutoff threshold of 0.5, assuming a specialist capacity of 2 patients/day. 

Summary 
Given the results of our first two analyses, which demonstrated the superiority of the deep learning model, the 
final question we aimed to answer was which of the two workflows offered the optimal deployment strategy. 
For this experiment, we focused on quantifying the trade-off between nursing capacity and alert fatigue, as this 
was the primary question that came up in our conversations with clinicians. Our guiding question was as 
follows: How many patients would a staff of nurses need to screen per day in order to have the nurse-driven 
workflow yield the same expected utility as a doctor-driven workflow with a given level of alert fatigue? 
 
To answer this question, we measured the deep learning model’s achieved utility under different nurse 
capacities for the nurse-driven workflow using a ranked screening strategy, and compared this against the 
utility achieved under the doctor-driven workflow as the probability that doctors read alerts increased (where an 
alert was generated if the predicted probability of PAD for a patient was ≥ 0.5).  
 
We then subtracted the latter from the former to calculate the incremental gain in achievable utility that could 
be expected by adopting the nurse-driven workflow at a given capacity level over a doctor-driven workflow at a 
given alert fatigue level. We plotted the results as a heatmap in Figure 4, under the assumption that the 
downstream specialist can only see 5 patients per day. The y-axis is the nursing capacity that a cell’s utility 
value is calculated at, while the x-axis shows the level of alert fatigue in the doctor-driven workflow 
corresponding to that cell’s measurement. Red squares (positive numbers) indicate that the nurse-driven 
workflow is expected to yield more utility at that capacity level than the corresponding doctor-driven workflow, 
while blue squares (negative numbers) indicate that the doctor driven workflow should be preferred. 
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Figure 4. This heatmap shows the incremental gain from using the nurse-driven workflow over a doctor-driven 
workflow at a given capacity level for each workflow, assuming a specialist capacity of 5 patients/day. The y-
axis represents capacity for the nurse-driven workflow, and the x-axis represents the probability that a doctor 
reads an EHR alert in the doctor-driven workflow. The value of the cell at coordinates (i, j) in the heatmap 
shows the incremental gain in achievable utility that can be expected by using a nurse-driven workflow with 
capacity i instead of a doctor-driven workflow with an alert fatigue level of j. Thus, positive numbers (i.e. red 
cells) indicate that the nurse-driven workflow is preferable to the doctor-driven workflow at their corresponding 
capacity levels, while negative numbers (i.e. blue cells) are situations in which the doctor-driven workflow 
should be preferred. That is why the top rows, which show nurse capacity at its highest, are dark red, while the 
far right rows, which represent the highest probability that doctors read their EHR alerts, are dark blue. 
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Financial Projections 

Overall Assessment 
This assessment is preliminary, and it will be updated after we receive additional information from a pilot study. 
A financial projection for our initial assessment is shown below, for five years following the initial deployment 
year (Y0). 
 
Y0 (Deployment) Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 

$ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY $ YYYY 
 
Recommendation - PROCEED WITH DEPLOYMENT AND EVALUATION PLAN DESIGN  

● After Y0 (high profit), subsequent years have increasing margin due to continual outpatient volume 
growth 

● An appropriate and technician / specialist staffing workflow needs to avoid overcapacity of providers 
● False positive patients provide a large % of margin which may incur scrutiny from payors 

Assumptions 
Cohort 

● Patient cohort diagnoses / procedure count proportions over last 5 years are stable. 
● Percentages of patients receiving ABI / CT / vascular surgery are stable (i.e. PAD acuity is stable). 
● PAD patients are generally underdiagnosed compared to CV patients (i.e. discovery of a PAD patient 

leads to CV procedures, which should be counted in financial analysis). Not all newly diagnosed PAD 
patients will incur co-procedures but patients who are LTFU will have extensive management over the 
first year. 

Model & Workflow 
● Patients flagged by the model and PPV are stable at X% and X% respectively. 

Volume 
● Outpatient PCP volume YOY is projected to increase given outpatient clinic expansion at a rate of X%. 
● Total addressable population projected to increase YOY over next 5 years at a rate of X%. 
● Retention rate across outpatient clinics will follow stable trend (~76%). 
● X% YOY capacity growth of vascular technologist / specialist. 

Financial 
● Y0 inpatient contribution margin per available bed  $YYYY 
● Yearly operating cost       X% 
● Yearly inflation rise      X% 

Sensitivities 
Most Sensitive to 10% increase in: Least Sensitive to 10% increase in: 

Retention Rate (X% profit drop by Y5) Inflation 

Model Flag Rate (X% profit increase by Y5) Vascular Technician / Specialist Salary 

PPV (X% profit increase by Y5) Changes to Total Addressable Population 

 Operating Cost % 
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Ethical Considerations 
We assess the proposed intervention according to 9 ethical principles:  Responsibility, Equity, Traceability, 
Reliability, Governance, Non-Maleficence, and Autonomy. 

Responsibility 
Humans should exercise judgment & remain responsible for use & outcomes. 
 
While apparently designed as an automated suggestion to primary clinicians, EMR research suggests 
automated reminders can take on unintended authority and output can be hard to challenge by end-users (i.e 
Cathy O’Neil demonstrating the quality of data required to rebut erroneous credit score calculations was 
greater than the data the scores were based on). It is unclear who will be tracking use of the PAD intervention 
& against what “gold standard” it will be compared. 

Equity 
Avoid unintended bias & inadvertent harm; fairness in distribution, access and benefits across patient groups. 
 
Though a stated goal of the PAD project is to expand the “non-white-male” data, Alison’s initial data capture 
suggests the deployment population will be majority white. The design team for the PAD project will need to 
calculate whether the target population will actually yield a non-white cohort of adequate number to be 
powered to detect benefits/harms in those populations. 

Traceability 
Transparent & Auditable methodologies, data sources, design procedures. 
 
Unclear from the presentation who will be auditing or making transparent the model, as well as auditing where 
to best introduce the model output into the workflow & the downstream impacts from the different output 
introduction targets. 

Reliability 
Explicit domain of use; safety tested across the entire life cycle of use in that domain. 
 
The pilot domain of use appears well defined to specific primary care contexts. The pre-test probability of PAD 
in the target population is unclear. It has not been safety tested—or even defined what “safety testing” is 
appropriate for this intervention. This will likely require some projection of potential harms from introduction of 
other predictive tools (genome sequencing etc.) into clinical contexts. There will need to be some safeguards in 
place to prevent “self-fulfilling prophecies” ie. that clinical actions aren’t altered in accord with the PAD 
prediction, before the prediction has been fully clinically validated. 

Governance 
Possess the ability to detect/avoid unintended harm & for human disengagement or deactivation. 
 
Unintended uses of mortality or disease severity or morbidity predictive tools are likely to be an ethical 
challenge. Once introduced into the patient’s chart, other actors will be interested in the prediction, and 
intended actors may use the prediction in unintended ways. 

Non-Maleficence  
Do no harm; patient benefit; improved clinical outcomes. 
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As above, a morbidity or mortality prediction may lead to an increase 
in healthcare costs and an increase in ordering of interventions—particularly cardiac interventions like 
catheterization--that may have side effects or complications. These may lead to worse patient outcomes [1] 
and will need to be tracked. 

Autonomy  
Patient still in control of their healthcare; liability for AI system malfunction related to degree of autonomy; 
ownership of data. 
 
Medico-legal risks—especially liability for any adverse outcomes—are still unclear 
 
Quality of the Source: Ethical assessment is based on interview with the PAD design leads. Perspectives of 
other stakeholders on the utility of the intervention and design choices were not captured. 
 
Quality of the Information: Potential ethical challenges based on other healthcare contexts; no value collision 
(other than unintended uses of mortality/morbidity predictions) assessed. 

References 
1.  Fenton, Joshua J., et al. "Influence of computer-aided detection on performance of screening 

mammography." New England Journal of Medicine 356.14 (2007): 1399-1409. 
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FURM Assessment Stage 2 Summary: Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) Prediction - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: Many people with PAD go undiagnosed until late in their disease progression. People with undiagnosed PAD 
may present at the ED or to their provider with intolerance to exercise, which may require limb amputation. 
Furthermore, patients with PAD are at increased risk of other atherosclerotic cardiovascular events (stroke, MI), and 
should be placed on appropriate medical therapy (such as statins) given their elevated cardiovascular risk. 
 
Need: A way to diagnose PAD earlier in a primary care population in order to increase the rate of necessary medical 
and surgical interventions early enough to prevent poor outcomes. 
 
Eligible patient population: All patients aged 50 years or older without cancer and without a previous diagnosis of 
PAD, and with a primary care provider in Stanford Health Care, or possibly all such patients seen at Cardiovascular 
Medicine. Approximately YYYY patients meet these criteria. 

Model formulation, training and testing 

Task 
• Predict a probability 0-100% that a patient will 

develop PAD in 1 year 
Model learning algorithm 

• Random Forest 
Data 

• Diagnosis, procedure and laboratory codes, 
featurized and normalized across all visits in the 
time window selected for each case and control. 

Testing and training splits 
• 80% train and 20% test 

Cross Validation 
• 10-fold CV 

Performance metrics 
• AUROC 

Fine-tuning procedures 
• Perform grid search for parameter optimization 

Model validation 
• Held-out test set of 20% of the data 

Deployment on SHC infrastructure 

 

Organizational integration 
The workflow was developed and revised with the physician champion and service line team. The business case and 
resource(s) needed were approved by the service line owner. The available capacity and anticipated number of 
patients across sub-steps were reconciled. The effort was scoped with the TDS champion.  

Recommendation: PROCEED TO SILENT DEPLOYMENT 
● Deployment plan has been approved by Data Science team engineering VP 
● The service line owner has approved the workflow and associated resource needs 

Next Steps 
● Design monitoring and evaluation plan 

References 
FURM Assessment Stage 1 Summary: Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) Prediction - Stanford Health Care 
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Model formulation 
 
The prediction model for PAD diagnosis follows a case/control design. There is the need for YYY cases and 
YYYx9 controls to build the model, to match the prevalence of PAD.  
 
Data labeling criteria: 
 
Cohort entry criteria: All adult patients 50 years and older with at least 1 year of EHR data. 
 
Cases: Patients should have at least two separate ICD-9/ICD-10 or CPT codes for PAD and no exclusion 
codes. Only data collected up to 60 days prior to their diagnosis will be included in the training data to ensure 
codes associated with PAD diagnosis are not used in model training.  
 
Controls: Patients without any diagnosis or procedure codes or text mentions for PAD in their health records.  
 
General exclusions: Patients with <1 year of data.  
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Model training and testing 

Model learning algorithm 
Random Forest 

Data variables 
The cohort described previously will use all diagnosis, procedure and laboratory codes, featurized and 
normalized across all visits in the time window selected for each case and control. 

Testing and training splits 
80% train and 20% test 

Cross Validation 
10-fold CV 

Performance metrics 
AUROC 

Fine-tuning procedures 
Perform grid search for parameter optimization 

Model validation 
Held-out test set of 20% of the data 
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Deployment on SHC infrastructure 

 

Batch model execution 
● Cloud-based MLOps system authenticates to a Managed Identity to access the on premise Electronic 

Health Record system and retrieve the necessary data frame. 
● The model is retrieved from the MLOps model registry and executed against the data frame 

○ Both the data frame and the inference are registered and saved for monitoring. 
● The organization uses an API Management layer and the MLOps system feeds the inferences back into 

the Electronic Health Record system through this gateway. 
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Organizational integration 

Clinical and operational integration  
 
The workflow was developed and revised with the physician champion and service line team. The business 
case and resource(s) needed were approved by the service line owner. The available capacity and anticipated 
number of patients across sub-steps were reconciled. The effort was scoped with the TDS champion.  

People roles and responsibilities 

Role Responsibilities Name, Title 

Service Line Owner Budget owner who will be responsible for 
financial decisions  

[NAME], Cardiovascular Health 

Physician Champion Leader and point-of-contact for the model-
guided workflow 

[NAME], Vascular Medicine 
Specialist  

TDS Champion Application owner responsible for IT aspects of 
the proposed implementation 

[NAME], Director Digital Health 
Tech 

Workflow 
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FURM Assessment Summary: Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) Prediction - Stanford Health Care 

Problem: Many people with PAD go undiagnosed until late in their disease progression. People with undiagnosed PAD 
may present at the ED or to their provider with intolerance to exercise, which may require limb amputation. 
Furthermore, patients with PAD are at increased risk of other atherosclerotic cardiovascular events (stroke, MI), and 
should be placed on appropriate medical therapy (such as statins) given their elevated cardiovascular risk. 
 
Need: A way to identify undiagnosed PAD in a primary care population in order to increase the rate of necessary 
medical and surgical interventions early enough to prevent poor outcomes. 
 
Eligible patient population: All patients aged 50 years or older without cancer and without a previous diagnosis of 
PAD, and with a primary care provider in Stanford Health Care, or possibly all such patients seen at Cardiovascular 
Medicine. Approximately YYYY patients meet these criteria. 

Monitoring 
• Labels become observable with significant lag (up to 

1 year), thus we want to avoid reliance on these 
labels for monitoring. 

• Sensitivity may differ as a function of time to positive 
label (ex: patients with diagnosed within 3-4 months 
of prediction may be easier to correctly predict than 
patients who are not diagnosed until 11-12 months 
after index time). We will thus track time-dependent 
sensitivity, stratifying patients with positive labels into 
discrete bins of time-to-event.  

• Primary Process Measures 
o PAD Diagnosis code 

• Secondary Process Measures 
o Rate of PCP agreement for patient reach-out 
o Rate of patient agreement for PAD screening 
o Rate of scheduled + completed ABI testing 
o Rate of scheduled + completed specialist visit  
o Rate of ABI abnormal results 
o Rate of medical treatment (i.e., statin 

prescriptions, antiplatelet prescription) 
o Number of vascular surgery treatment 

procedures 

Prospective Evaluation 
● Primary metric: Rate of appropriate diagnosis of 

PAD, and guidelines directed therapy (e.g. Statin for 
ASCVD). 

● Study design: This is a prospective randomized 
quality improvement project assessing 
implementation and effectiveness outcomes of a 
machine learning assisted workflow to screen for 
peripheral arterial disease (PAD). 

● Interventional study model: This will be a parallel 
study (with option to revise to step wedge) with 2 
arms. 

● Allocation: Randomized by Patient. 
● Enrollment 
● Start by predicting risk probability for all eligible 

patients and sort in descending order of risk 
○ Randomize every other patient evaluated by MA 

to either intervention or control arm 
○ Record control arm patients to no longer be 

eligible for screening for at least 18? Months 
○ Deliver list of intervention arm patients to nursing 

workflow to queue for patient outreach 
○ Repeat monthly as needed to keep nursing 

workflow queue full 

Recommendation: PROCEED WITH MONITORING AND EVALUATION  
● Monitoring and prospective evaluation plans are detailed, feasible, and with an actionable timeline 

Next Steps 
● Share monitoring and evaluation results with stakeholders to inform long-term planning 

References 
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Monitoring 

Objective 
Monitor the performance and user adherence of a model developed by the data science team to identify 
undiagnosed patients who are at risk for PAD. 

Tracking 

Model Inputs/Outputs 

Data Collection The model will save all of its inputs / outputs to a secure server 

Target Measurements 
(see Appendix) 

• Distribution of input features 
• Distribution of output probabilities 
• Distribution of output predicted labels 

Notes 

• Labels become observable with significant lag (up to 1 year), thus we want to avoid reliance on these 
labels for monitoring. 
• Negative labels always take 1 year to become observable (need to wait 12 months to know a 

patient did not get a PAD diagnosis). 
• Positive labels may be observed sooner. Leverage this to monitor model performance metrics that 

condition on positive labels (i.e. sensitivity). 
• Sensitivity may differ as a function of time to positive label (ex: patients with diagnosed within 3-4 

months of prediction may be easier to correctly predict than patients who are not diagnosed until 11-12 
months after index time).  
• We will thus track time-dependent sensitivity, stratifying patients with positive labels into discrete 

bins of time-to-event.  
• These metrics will be estimated continuously as labels become available.  
• Sensitivity at shorter time horizons can be estimated more frequently than sensitivity at longer time 

horizons. Sensitivity estimates at shorter time-horizons will be used to inform the need for model 
updating and retiring.  

• We will track a suite of typical model discrimination and calibration measures in deployment, but we 
note these estimates will lag by a year and should not be relied upon when making decisions as to 
whether model updates or take-down is required. 

User Adherence 

Data Collection • Patients with predicted probability above threshold t will be flagged for 
intervention/randomization. A random subset of this list will be delivered to a 
workflow for review, primary care and patient outreach, and referral to 
vascular medicine for ABI testing and a consult.  

• Attempted patient outreach (i.e., intervention) will be recorded as a 
(Telephone, MyHealth Message, Doc Only or other) Encounter  

• Successful patient outreach will be reflected in an order for and completion of 
ABI testing and consult for the patient. 
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Target 
Measurements 
(per year after 
randomization / 
intervention) 
 

Primary Process Measures 
• PAD Diagnosis code 

Secondary Process Measures 
• Rate of Primary Care Provider agreement for patient reach-out 
• Rate of patient agreement for PAD screening 
• Rate of scheduled + completed ABI testing 
• Rate of scheduled + completed specialist (Vascular) visit  
• Rate of ABI abnormal results 
• Rate of medical treatment (i.e., statin prescriptions, antiplatelet prescription) 
• Number of vascular surgery treatment procedures  

Care Delivery Outcomes 

Data Collection We will estimate causal effect of the deployed model by randomizing which patients 
receive the outreach intervention. 
If preliminary evidence suggests the intervention is beneficial on any measures after 
3 months of parallel randomized trial design, deployment could be revised to a 
stepped-wedge design to retain randomization of order and causal assessment, 
while deliberately intending to eventually deploy to all candidate population. 
 
All patients randomized will be logged, allowing for queries of how many have 
subsequent clinical procedures, diagnoses, or other significant events as outlined 
here. 

Target 
Measurements 
(per year after 
randomization / 
intervention) 

Secondary Impact Measures  
• Number of Emergency Department encounters 
• Number of cardiovascular surgeries (e.g., CABG) 
• Number of cardiovascular procedures (i.e., Left heart cardiac catheterization) 
• Number of cardiovascular tests (i.e., cardiac stress tests) 
• MACE (Major Adverse Cardiovascular Events) (references based on ICD 

codes) 
• MALE (Major Adverse Limb Events) (i.e., amputations) 

Actions 

Model Updating 

Interval Assessed quarterly for first year (then annually if process stabilizes) 

Trigger Deterioration in model performance / care delivery outcomes: 
• Changes >1std in performance estimates that condition on positive labels at 

short time-horizons (ex: sensitivity at @3mo).   
• Changes >1std in the distribution of input features 
• Changes >1std in the distribution of output predictions 
• Changes >1std in uptake or adoption rate 
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Decision Process Applied data science team will assess whether we should (1) leave the model as is, 
(2) update the model, or (3) recommend model retirement. 

Resolution ML Ops team will inspect the data pipeline feeding into the model. Any changes in 
ETLs, feature definitions, or prediction trigger events occurring between the silent 
deployment period and production will be noted.  

• If no changes are discovered, the data science team will speak with the 
clinical users of the model to discuss changes in model outputs to detect data 
drift.  

If the distribution of patients is changing (e.g. we are seeing sicker patients) while the 
model itself is acting properly (e.g. sensitivity @3mo which should remain stable 
under label shift\), the decision should be to leave the model as is. 

• Alternatively, the model could be retrained with more recent examples 
• However, due to the 1 year lag in observable labels, re-training a newly 

deployed model will be difficult within reasonable follow-up time frames 
• Future updated models may instead use ABI test results as a reference 

target while accounting for censoring of untested cases. 

Notes 

• Labels become observable with a large lag (maximum 1 year) 
• Cannot rely on common model performance criteria (e.g. AUROC, AUPRC, calibration) or a continuous 

usefulness assessment (which requires an estimate of true positives, false positives, true negative, and 
false negatives) to decide if a model needs updating. 

Model Retiring 

Interval Annually 

Trigger Model updating discussion concluded that the model is neither retrainable nor performant 
enough to justify its continued use 

Decision 
Process 

Data science team, provider champions, and service line owner will meet to decide if 
model should be retired 

Resolution Model will be archived, (randomized) patient lists delivered to workflow will cease. 

Execution Assignments 

Tracking Model Inputs/Outputs 

• ML Ops team 

Tracking User Adherence 

• Data Science and PROVIDER CHAMPION  

Tracking Care Delivery Outcomes 

• Data Science and PROVIDER CHAMPION 
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Model Updating 

• Data Science and PROVIDER CHAMPION 

Model Retiring 

• Data Science, PROVIDER CHAMPION and SERVICE LINE OWNER 

Prospective Evaluation 

Objective 
To assess the implementation and effectiveness of a machine learning-assisted workflow to screen for PAD. 

Tracking 

Metrics of Success Increased appropriate diagnosis of PAD, and guidelines directed therapy (e.g. Statin 
for ASCVD). 

Study Design This is a prospective randomized quality improvement project assessing 
implementation and effectiveness outcomes of a machine learning assisted workflow 
to screen for PAD. 

Interventional 
Study Model 

This will be a parallel study (with option to revise to step wedge) with 2 arms. 

Masking Not Applicable/Unblinded 

Allocation Randomized by Patient 

Number of Patients TBD 

Location Stanford Health Care System 

Inclusion Criteria • Age > 50 
• Has visit at Stanford Health Center in last 24 months 

Exclusion Criteria • Metastatic Cancer diagnosis 
• Previous PAD Diagnosis code 
• ABI Test done within past 18 months 
• Previous Vascular Surgery visit within past 18 months 
• Inference and intervention / randomization of patient within past 24 months (avoid 

repeated contacts) 

Intervention See Description and workflow in FURM Assessment Stage 2 Summary: Peripheral 
Arterial Disease (PAD) Prediction - Stanford Health Care 

Primary Endpoint PAD Diagnosis 

Secondary 
Endpoints 

• Implementation endpoints 
o Not Participant - Sanity Criteria Not Met 
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o Not Participant - PCP Confirmation Not Met 
o Not Participant - Patient Agreement Not Met 
o Participant - Patient Agrees 
o Participant Results: ABI Normal No Health Risk Factors 
o Participant Results: ABI Normal Positive Health Risk Factors 
o Participant Results: ABI Abnormal 

• Starting statin in statin-naive patients 
• Prescription rates of other medicines 

o Antiplatelets—per PAD guidelines, not much evidence of asymptomatic 
PAD 

o Antihypertensive therapies 
• Surgical Treatment 
• Biological Cardiovascular Risk Factors 

o Lipid panel collected within past 2 years 
o LDL < 70 at latest check 
o HbA1c checked within past 2 years 

• Healthcare Resource Utilization in past 12 months 
o Cardiology visits 
o PCP visits 
o Resting echocardiograms 
o Stress tests or CCTA 
o Coronary angiograms 
o CABG 
o Carotid ultrasound 

• Quality of life  
• All-cause death 
• Longer term outcomes (for future considerations beyond 12-month timeframe) 

o Major Adverse Cardiovascular Events 
§ Myocardial infarction 
§ Stroke 
§ Cardiovascular Death 

o Major Adverse Limb Events 
§ Severe Limb Ischemia leading to intervention 
§ Major Vascular Amputation 

Enrollment 
Process 

• Start by predicting risk probability for all eligible patients and sort in descending 
order of risk 

• Randomize every other patient evaluated by MA to either intervention or control 
arm 

• Record control arm patients to no longer be eligible for screening for at least 18? 
Months 

• Deliver list of intervention arm patients to nursing workflow to queue for patient 
outreach 

• Repeat monthly as needed to keep nursing workflow queue full 

Assessment 
Schedule 

TBD 

Duration 12 months 

Statistical 
Considerations 

Power Calculation: TBD 
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Appendix 

Tracking Model Inputs/Outputs 

Measurement Distribution of input features 

Target Distribution of demographics, counts of diagnoses, procedures, medication 
prescriptions, and lab orders within the target population 

Stratification None 

Interval Monthly 

Alert Trigger Deviations of more than 1 standard deviation in the distribution of a feature compared 
to the Retrospective Test Set 

 

Measurement Distribution of output probabilities 

Target Distribution of raw probabilistic outputs of the Model 

Stratification Demographic group (age, race, sex, ethnicity) 

Interval Month 

Alert Trigger >1 standard deviation change in mean 

 

Measurement Distribution of output predicted labels 

Target Distribution of thresholded predictions output by the Model 

Stratification Demographic group (age, race, sex, ethnicity) 

Interval Monthly 

Alert Trigger >1 standard deviation change in mean 

Tracking User Adherence 

Raw Data Interval 

Number of Patient Outreach in Intervention Population Monthly 

Number of Orders (Referral to Vascular Medicine and ABI test) in 
Patients Receiving Intervention  

Monthly 

Number of ABI Tests Completed in Patients Receiving ABI Order Monthly 

Number of Patients with ABI Abnormal  Monthly 
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Metric Definition Stratification Interval 

Uptake Percentage of Higher Risk Patients 
Randomized to Intervention Arm receiving an 
Outreach + ABI Order 

 Monthly 

Adoption rate Percentage of Intervention patients receiving 
an outreach who complete an ABI test 

 Monthly 

Tracking Care Delivery Outcomes 

Raw Data Interval 

Percentage of patients with positive ABI test 
receiving medication (i.e., statin) and vascular 
surgery 

Monthly 

 


